Art Home Learning Project 2
This half term in Art you are going to continue to look
at how Artists, Designers and Crafts people have been
inspired to produce pieces of art work by looking at
patterns and other structures, from Architecture and
Natural Forms.
You are going to produce either a mask, a piece of
jewellery or a piece of wrist armour.
This project will consist of 3 tasks;
1. Produce a mood board.
2. Produce a design sheet.
3. Produce a 3D artefact.

Choose a colour theme. Think of colours
that complement each other and go
together well.

Task 1
You should spend 30minutes on this task
Choose which theme you would like to base your work on
either Architecture OR Natural Forms. Produce a mood
board of images and ideas for your chosen theme.
Use the examples on this page to give you inspiration.

Use a mixture of magazine or internet
images. You could add some of your own
drawings.

A mood board is a type of collage that shows
colours, textures and different images that
could be used in a design project. It is a
collection of inspirational elements.

Add images of either Architecture (Buildings,
arches, doorways, towers, etc.) or Natural
Forms (flowers, fruit, seed pods, shells, etc.)
also add in images of your chosen
outcome(Mask, Jewellery or armour)

Task 2
You should spend 45 minutes on this task.
Using inspiration from the images and colours you
have used on your mood board produce a design sheet
showing ideas for either;
a) A Mask.
b) A piece of jewellery.
c) A piece of wrist armour.
Remember you should still be sticking to your chosen
theme of either Architecture or Natural Forms.
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Add colour to your design sheet and notes
about what your ideas and inspiration came
from. Explain what materials you are going to
use to make the final item with.

Task 3
You should spend approximately 2 hours on this task.

Produce your design as a piece of 3D work. Make your product using
materials like card, string, wire, bottle tops, buttons, fabric, paper,
twigs, leaves, feathers, etc.
Use the internet to help you search for ideas on how to make your 3D
piece or speak to your art teacher for ideas. You could even use the art
rooms at lunchtimes if you need any help.

